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discovery in the region of physical science was made
for the next twenty years. Yet those who have to
organise study know how much more easy it is to
raise funds to equip physical laboratories than it is
to raise funds to promote social research. An officer
employed to dispense funds for research in America
told me that his greatest difficulty lay in the fact that
the best minds were attracted to physical science.
For all this there are two closely connected reasons.
Physical facts can be measured and stated with far
greater precision than facts in the sphere of human
relations. Conclusions reached are more easy to
prove, and also yield practical results which are
definite and often dramatic. Physicists live to see the
results of their work issue in men flying, or in hear-
ing and seeing each other from opposite sides of the
world. The efifect of all these discoveries on human
relations is immense; but they cannot be measured
and stated with anything like the precision attained
in presenting physical data. Conclusions to which
they point cannot be proved with the same exacti-
tude; nor do they issue in rapid spectacular shape
like the physical inventions which impress even
children and savages. And yet the conclusions which
issue from the study of human relations are in the
end potent as those which come from the study of
physical data. The ideas of Moses, Jeremiah, Plato,
Aristotle, Paul, Augustine, Adam Smith, Kant,
Marx or Whitehead do, in the long run, affect the
course of human affairs as deeply as those of Coper-
nicus, Harley, Newton, Faraday or Einstein.
The study of physical nature belongs to the realm
of knowledge. The study of human relations must
go beyond the frontiers of knowledge and enter the
realm of wisdom. It discredits itself when it tries to
reach its conclusions merely by a patient collection
and analysis of facts. The collection of facts about
human relations is essential, and often demands

